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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY COMBINED «MS CENTCR MO FORT LEAWNWORTO 

415 SHERMAN AVENUE 
FORTLEAVENWORTH,KANS/^ 66027.2300 

REPLY TO 
ATTINTOMOF: 

^""^^■^^ 2 4 FEB 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

CfflEF OF STAFF, ARMY, 200 ARMY PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0200 
COMMANDING GENERAL, U.S. ARMY TRADOC, 7 FENWICK RD, FT MONROE VA 

23651-1047 

SUBJECT: Army Training and Leader DevelopnKnt Panel R^ott (Civilians) 

1. In accordance with the Chief of Sta^ Amy charter for the Army Training and Leader Development Panel 
(ATLDP), and the TRAEWC Commanding General's appending letter of instruction, the ATLDP Report (Civilians) 
B forwarded as directed. 

2^The purpose of the Panel was to study and research tfie leader development issues and tasks set forth in the CSA 
C^cr, dtd liim 00, SAB, and TRADOC CG's LOI. dtd 6 Jun 00, SAB. The Panel effort commenced in August 
2001 while the final Executive Panel was completed in September, 2002. Enclosed is the report, which details the 
Panel s conclusions and recommendations for consideration and implementation. 

3. The study resulted in 40 specific and 12 general recommendations, extending over four major imperatives the 
Executive Panel felt the Army must address. These are: 

a. Accountability-Make developing Anny civilians a high priority, tie personal and professional and job 
performance together, accomplish tfiis study's recommendations, and evaluate their effectiveness. 

b. Lifelong Learning - Make lifelong learning the standard, revanp career management with "gates" for 
propession, and build an all-eiKompassing Army Education S>^tem. 

c. Interpersonal Skills - Acknowledge that interpersonal skills are pivotal to leader competence, teach them to 
Anny cmhans, and select Anny civilian leaders ttmt sihibit tten. 

d. itoiy Culture - Integrate Army civilian fiilly into Ae Army culture - recognizing differences but embracinR 
Army civilians' commitment to the Army's mission. 

4. On behalf of myselft David Snyder, Assistant G-1 for Civilian Pereonncl Policy, and Toni Wainwright, SES 
Retired Senior Mentor, please accept our appreciation for the privilege of participating in and leading fliis effort. 

En^' JAMES C.RILEY 
Lieutenant General, USA^ 
Commanding 

Tuesday, February 25,2003.max 
^c^^3-^9' Z^¥2. 
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ATZL-SWC 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

CHIEF OF STAFF, ARMY, 200 ARMY PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0200 
COMMANDING GENERAL, U.S. ARMY TRADOC, 7 FENWICK RD, FT MONROE VA 

23651-1047 

SUBJECT: The Army Training and Leader Development Panel, Phase IV Civilian Study Report 

1. In accordance with the Chief of Staff, Army charter for the Army Training and Leader Development Panel, 
Phase IV (Civilian) Report is forwarded as directed. 

2. The panel effort commenced August 2001 when a diverse group of Amy Headquarters and major Army 
command civiliara and mihtaiy leaders met to identify the tasks that served as the baseline for the study. The 
civilian stu<fy collected data from over 40,000 Army civiliaiB and soldiers (including Senior Executive Service 
members and General Officers) through comprehensive written and on-line surveys, focus group sessioiw and 
personal interviews. An Executive Panel comprised of senior level civihan and militaiy subject matter experts, 
academics and corporate representatives convened three times to assist in ascertaining findings and transforming 
findings into conclusions and recommendations. A Strategic Conclusions and Recommendations Conference 
comprised of SES members and GOs provided top leadership oversight to the development of the final report. 

3. There are 40 specific and 12 general recommendations grouped into the following major imperatives: 
Accountabilily, Lifelong Learning, Interpersonal Skills and Army Culture. The good news emanating from this 
study reflects that (a) Army Civilians are committed to the Army; (b) Army Civilians want accountability for 
performance; (c) Army Civilians seek training and development opportunities; and (d) Army Civiliars desire good 
leadership. However, the study revealed the following bottom line: There is no well-iveloped and execute4 
integrated, systemic approach for civilian leader ctevelopment for the Army. 

4. The way ahead targets civiUans in greater leadership roles in our Transfonned Army as more military positions 
in the imtitutional Army are civilianized. This mandates a robust civilian leader development program, which is 
directly linked to readiness. 

5. On behalf of myself, Mr. David Snyder, Assistant G-1 for Civilian Personnel Pohcy; Mrs. Toni Wainwright, 
SES Retired Senior Mentor, the civilian study team at Ft. Leavenworth; the travel tean^; the analysts; and all the 
great civiUaiB and soldiers in our Aimy who supported this stu<fy, please accept our heartfelt appreciation for the 
privilege of leading change. 

MAUREEN O.VIALL 
ATLDP Civilian Study Director 



Army Training and Leader Development Panel 

Army Civilian Study 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Rirpose. This is tbe Final Report, Army Training and Leader Development Panel (ATLDP), Phase IV 
(Army Civilian Study). Previom studies have addressed officers, noncommissioned officers, and warrant 
officers.  This document provides a review of the work done by the Army CiviUan Study Panel (hereafter 
referred to as "the Panel") at Fort Leavenworth during the spring and summer of 2002. 

2. Oi^nization. This document contaiiK six parts: 

Part 1. ATLDP Study Direclor Intent - Statement of intent. 

Part 2. The Bottom Line-Description of major findings. 

Part 3. Methodology - How the Panel did the work. 

Part 4. Recommmdatlons - Twelve general recommendations, consisting of 40 specific 
recommendations, for Army Chief of Staff (CSA) coiwideration, organized around four imperatives 
(Accountability, Lifelong Learning, Interpereonal Skills, and Army Culture) presented in Ihe following format: 
a description of the imperative, what the field said about the imperatives, stu% recommendations, discussion 
in support of the recommendations, and the Panel's view of the future state if its recommendation are put into 
action. 

Part 5. Anny Civilians - Past, Present, and Future - Where Anny civilians have been, are now, 
and are going. 

Part 6. Final Thou^ts - What the Panel believes the CSA can do immediately to implement some of 
its recommendations. 

PART 1. ATLDP STUDY DIRECTOR INTENT 

3. ^^rpose. Identify training and leader development requirements for cuirent and future Army civilians. 

4. Methodolo^.  Mrror flie procedures used in the previous three military reviews (see Introduction above). 

5. End State. Present recommendations to the Executive Director (Commanding General, Combined Arms 
Center). With Executive Director concurrence, present final study recommendations throu^ Commanding 
General, Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to CSA and Secretary of the Anny (SA). Provide formal 
report through CG, TRADOC to the CSA and SA. 
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PART 2. THE BOTTOM LINE 

6.    The Army Vision emphasizes People, Readiness, and Transformation - in that order. No amount of money 
or cutting-edge technology will achieve readiness or transformation without people - the Aimy's centerpiece. 
The leadership of those people is the k^ to fulfilling Ihe Army Vision. The Army grows and develops the best 
soldiers in the world - and trains them to be leaders. However, growing Army civilian leaders has fallen short 
of that requirement. 

7.   This study revealed tiiat flie Army has no well-developed and execute4 integrate4 systemic approach for 
civilian leader development. Supervisore are less effective in interpersorml skills than in technical or conceptaal 
skills. Army civiliaiK are frustrated by a lack of advancement opportunities. Many Army civilians are unaware 
of leader development and training opportunities. In summary, the Army is not developin 
leadere for the present or the future. 

oping Army civilian 

PART 3. METHODOLOGY 

8. The Panel's findings are based on data obtained fi-om 40,344 Arrry civiliam, soldiers, and senior leaders. 
The stwfy used four collection methods and additional information from recent studies and relevant databases. 

9. The first step in the study was convening a group of 20 subject matter experts (SMEs) with functional 
expertise from Head<parters, Department of the Army (HQDA); major Army commancb (MACOMs); and 
installations. This SME group identified 11 tasks that formed the baseline of the study. Those specified tasks 
covered the role of Army civihans, mentoring, utilization, career progression guidelines, commitment, self- 
<fevelopment, institutional training, performance evaluation, selection, retention, and promotion. Another group, 
assisted by research psychologists from the ATLDP analysis cell, further divided the tasks into Essential 
Elemente of Analysis (EEAs) so that research psyohologiste could formulate survey, focus group, and interview 
questions. 

10. The ATLDP Civilian Study <teveloped a written survey for GS-7 through GS-15 employees and 
supervisors, noncommissioned officers (SFC - SGM), warrant officers, and field grade officers (MAJ - COL). 
The survey was organized around the specified tasks: work-life issues, fiiture environment, effects of Army 
policies on Army civilians, the Amy's use of civilian capabilities, performance and feedback, and leader 
development. This survey used a five-point rating scale on dimeiBions of agreement, satisfaction, effectiveness, 
amount, fequency, or importance. The surv^ also used multiple-choice items, with aiKwers specifically 
tailored to an associated question. Demographic iteans were included, and a final section asked respondents to 
make hand-written comments. The 238-item survey was mailed to more than 95,000 Army civilians and 
soldiers, who were identified according to a carefiilly designed sampling plan that involved a censiK of career 
prograiiB, a sanqsle of noncareer prop-amB, and a wei^ted random sample of soldiers assigned to the nine 
MA(XyMs with ttie highest proportion of Army civilians. The research psychologists received 37,045 written 
surveys from the population, giving the survey accuracy to within ±1%. This low sampling error reflects a high 
degree of certain^ that the survey data rep-esent perceptions of the entire population. 

11. The ATLDP Civihan Stutfy analy ste and staff developed separate focus group protocols for civilian 
employees, supervisors, and soldiers. Each focus group protocol had 11 to 18 questions. Focus group questions 
addressed the same topics as the survey, but allowed participants to relate exactly how they felt in their own 
words. The ATLDP assonbled 51 Army civilians and soldiere fi-om all MACOMs to collect data in the field for 
30 days. They met at Fort Leavenworth and received training in standard focus group procedures and data 
handling. These field data collectors conducted 528 focus groups at 35 installatioiB across the US, Germany, 
and Korea. They gathered more tiian 37,000 comments from 2,832 focus group participants. 
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12. The field data collectors also conducted 264 personal interviews with senior Army leaders, including senior 
executive service members (SESs), general officere (GOs), garrison commanders, and other installation 
management personnel. Questions paralleled focm group questions. 

13. Finally, the ATLDP Civilian Study analysts and staflf created a senior leader on-line survey to address 
strategic issues of Army civilian leader development, training and education, organizational performance and 
feedback, recruitment/accession/retontion, fiiture environment, and employee satisfaction. Eleven of the 
questions were open-ended to allow unrestricted and candid respotmes. One hundred twenty-seven SESs and 76 
GOs responded to the 86-item on-line survey. 

14. The analysts prepared and summarized data from the two surveys, miag frequency distributions of each 
item for each cohort. The cohorts were identified as employees, meaning GS-7 throu^ GS-15 non-supervisors; 
supervisors, meaning GS-7 through GS-15 supervisors; and military, meaning soldiers. These definitiorB are 
used throughout this report. Focus group respor^es were coded into categories, and tables were constructed to 
show the number of responses for each flieme. The analysts then wrote narrative item summaries for each 
survey and focus group item. Analyste p-epared task summaries to integrate survey and focus group data for 
each task. 

15. As in the NCO and WO studies, the study group members organized into tiiree stucfy teams, one for each of 
the following areas of concentration: Army Culture, histitutional Training, and Operational Training. After 
collecting data, study teams developed findings, conclmom, and recommendation. Study team members used 
empirical data gathered from the surveys and fociw youps, as well as information firom existing Army civiUan 
pereoimel datab^es. Department of the Army and Department of Defense studies, and other government agency 
and private industry reports. 

16. The study teams presented draft findings, conclusiom, and recommendations to an executive panel 
comprised of extemal training and leader development subject matter experts. Army civilians and soldiers 
representing each MACOM, and a saiior mentor. During three panel meetings, they reviewed and disclosed 
the conclusions and recommendations, and made suggestions for changes. Another group of senior Army 
leaders met to discuss the conclusion and recommendations at the Strategic Conclusions and 
RecommendatioiB Conference (SCRC). They reviewed ttie draft conclusions and recommendations to ensure 
they were feasible and would be acceptable to the Army. 

17. At the concliKion of the second executive panel (EW2), it became apparent to the study teanw and panel 
members that there was much overlap in the findings, concliKioiB, and recommendations among the three areas 
of concentration (Arniy Culture, Imtitutional Training, and Operational Training). As a result of those 
overlaps, the three study teams coUaboratively developed and inqjlemented a process of integration that resulted 
in four strong groupings called "imperatives." These four imperatives are Accountability, Lifelong Leaming, 
bterpersonal SkUb, and Army Culture. 

PART 4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

18. The study recommendations focus on four imperatives that seek to maximize Army civilian contributions 
to the force: 

• Accountobility - Make developing Army civilians a high priority, tie personal and professional and 
job performance together, accomphsh this stiMly's recommendations, and evaliate their effectiveness. 

• Lifelong Lraming - Mske lifelong leaming the standaid, revamp career management witii "gates" for 
progression, and build an all-encompassing Amy Education System 

• Interpersonal SkiDs - Acknowledge that intapersonal skills are pivotal to leader competence, teach 
them to Army civilian, and select Army civilian leaders that exhibit tiiem. 
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•    Army Culture - Integrate Army civiliaMi Mly into the Anny culture - recognizing differences but 
embracing Army civilians' conunitment to the Army's mission. 

19. The study gcoup organized 12 general recommendations unfa the four imperatives as folows. Each 
general recommendation contains one or more specific recommendations. 

The Four Imperatives and ttie Twelve General Recommendations 

Accounteblllty- Ufdong Learning - Interperswiai Skills - Army Culture - 

2 Recommendaflons 6 RecommendaUons 1 R^sommendatlon 3 Recommendations 

1.    Priority of Army 3.   Training and 9.    Make Interpersonal 10. RelaUonships among 
Civilian Training, 
Education, and 
Leader Development 

2.    Performance 
Evaluation S^em 

Development 
Paradigm 

4. Career Management 
S^em 

5. Developmentel 
Continuum 

6. Self-Development 

7. Mentoring 

8. Centralized 
Educaflon System 

Skills Development a 
Priority 

tiie Cohorte 

11. Commitment to Army 
Ciwiians 

12. The Army Civilian 
Corps 

20. The remainder of Part 4 summarizes the Panel's conclusioiB about each imperative, followed by what the 
field said about that imperative. Next, the Panel states its general and specific reconanendations for that 
imperative, followed by a discussion of its reasoning. Finally, the Panel presents its view of what the future 
state of ttie Army will be if its recommendatioiw are implemented. 

IMPERATIVE #1 - ACCOUNTABILITY 

ABOUT ACCOUNTABILITY 

21. For the last decade and a half, tihere have been many studies (by both federal agencies and non- 
governmental organizations) aimed at improving management and leadership in the Federal Government. Two 
of these studies were internal to the Army. It has been a period of repetitive findings and missed opportunities. 
Many of the findings in tiiese studies underscore the common themes found in the ATLDP study: There is no 
well-developed, integrate4 ^stemic approach for Army civilian leader development. Army civilians are 
unaware of leader development and training opportunities. Army civilians are frustrated by lack of 
opportunities to advance. Supervisors are less effective in interpersonal skills than in technical or conceptual 
skills. The Army is not developing civiUanleadere for the future. 

22. The fact that these deficiencies still exist after several attenqjts to fix them suggests a lack of accountability 
for taking and maintaining action to grow Army civilian leadere. It is evident that the Army has been aware of 
ite shortfalls in developing Army civilian leadere, but for whatever reason - resources, mission requirements, 
operational pace, internal/external resistance, and other priorities - the Army has not followed through on 
recommendations from previous studies. It has not made the changes needed to develop Army civilian leaders. 
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23. The Anny must institute accountability for its civilian leader development, starting with the individual and 
extending throughout the iiBtitution.  By doing so, the Army would gain increased readiness, greater team 
cohesiveness, and a new bond of professional collaboration between its uniformed and civilian members. Now 
is the time to act on this stwfy's recommendations. 

WHAT THE FIELD TOLD US ABOUT ACCOUNTABILITY 

24. Aimy civiUan leader training and development has a low priority. A majority (70%) of senior leaders 
report that Army civilian leader development programs have a low priority in relation to other tasks. More than 
one-half of supervisors (64%) and SESs (52%) say their organization have less fimding for training Army 
civilians than they need. One-third of senior leadere beUeve current leader development progran^ are 
ineffective. More than one-third of respondents say lack of resources (e.g., time, money) and excessive 
workload interferes with receiving leader development training. Almost as many Army civilians (GS-07 
through GS-12) disagree as agree (-40% vs. ~45%) that workload restricts training and educational 
opportunities to develop leader and professional skills. SESs and GOs believe the following are detractors to 
developing effective Army civiUan leaders: (1) low priority of leader development, (2) employee workload, 
and (3) unwillingness to relocate. 

25. Army civilians are not attending mandatory leateship courses. Only 11 - 12% of Army civilians are 
eUgible for the civilian core leaderehip courses, and tiiis audience is not attending fliem About one-half of 
civilian supervisors (51%) say that their organization has less access to training courses or programs than it 
needs. Fewer than half of Army civilian supervisore say that supervisors, coworkers, career program/field 
guideHnes, ACTBDS plans, and CPAC personnel specialists are effective in letting them know how to ctevelop 
as an Army civilian leader. Nearly half of Army civilians disagree that adequate training and educational 
opportunities are available to develop leaderehip skills or to develop professionally because of excess workload. 
Current career guidelines have litfle effect on Army civilian leader development Current resourcing of Army 
civihan leader development creates an extremely complex and redundant ^stem that lacks the ability to 
accurately account for leadership development. Currently the G-1 has proponency for Civilian Leader 
Development, and provides fimding for all core courses. 

26. Many Army civilians mention tiiat they are unable to attend training, especially longer courses, because 
there is no one to do ttieir work when they are gone. They request that training be made mandatory so their 
supervisors will be requited to send Ihem. Some suggest that Army civilian development be made a 
perfonmance management ^stem objective for supervisors and that supervisore be held accountable for 
achieving that objective. 

27. OrganizatioiB and leaders are not effective at p-oviding developmental/training opportunities for Army 
civilians. About one-fourth of SESs/GOs report that supervisore/managers resist supporting leader development 
and that flie right Army civilian are not identified for the right ti-aining. Forty-five percent of SESs/GOs report 
"nothing", "not much", or did not respond to the question ^king, "What is being done in your organization to 
overcome barriere to leader development?" Focm group responses indicated lack of any knowle(%e of policies, 
a lack of poUcies, or lack of knowledge that a policy exists. 

28. The current performance appraisal system is not working. Less than half of Army civihans beUeve that 
performance counseling helps fliem know their strengths and weaknesses on the job. 

29. Army civilians want supervisore and employees to be accountoble for job performance. Additionally, 
Army civihans see poor perfomiere in the workplace and want supervisore to be able to discipline them, and 
replace them if necessary. Respondents perceive that the j^rformance management system is ineffective at 
differentiating poor, better, and best performere. They prefer that better and best performers be rated higher 
than poor performere and paid accordingly. Many see upwani feedback (employees rating supervisors) as an 
answer to this problem. Additionally, employees and supervisors report that they do not know what courses are 
available or needed for career progression. Army civihans would like supervisors held accountable for sending 
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people to training. Supervisors and employees rqjort that fliey are unaware of policies related to leader 
development. 

ACCOUNTABILrrY - RECOMMENDATIONS #1 AND #2 

RECOMMENDATION #1: MAKE ARMY CIVILIAN TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND LEADER 
DEVELOPMENT AIHGH PRIORITY. 

• Implemait flie ATLDP recommendations, assess their impact, and evaluate their effectivmess in 
growing traders for the Army. 

• Provide and protect resources (eg., people, time, funding, availability) for developing, trataiing, 
and sustaining Anny civilians at all levels. 

• Move proponency for dvilian leader development from G-1 to the G-3, with TRADOC as the 
Ex«:utor. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #1: 

30. There has been a lack of smtained momentum in growing Aimy civilian leaders. It is evident that the 
Army has been aware of its shortfalls in developing Army civilian leaders, but for whatever reasons - resources, 
mission re<pirements, operational pace, other priorities, internal/external resistance, etc. - the Army has not 
made the changes recommended by previous studies. This history of marginal action and the many concliBions 
from these studies indicate that the Amy has not been effective in developing Army civiUan leaders and that 
the Army's current programs do not prepare Army civilians to become leaders. 

31. The study group found that the role of Army civilians is not clearly and concisely defmed. While the role 
of Amy civilians has been described in team of support provided to soldiers or functions performed to free 
soldiers for combat operations, there is no unifying theme that solidifies the Army civilian's place now or in the 
future. Additionally, while there is regulatory guidance for a leader development program, in practice it is 
outdated, confhcting, conflwing, and not well known; does not provide Army civilian adequate developmental 
opportunities; is not adequately ftmded; and, is not designed to develop individuals before fliey Msume 
supervisory positions. Leaderehip competencies for Army civiUam are not well defined, either for leadere of 
today or tomorrow. The Army civilian leader training and development program is not meeting (he nee<b of the 
Army. 

32. It is critical that the Amy make civilian training and leader development a higher priority than it is 
currently or face the prospect of the Army civilian being ill prepared to meet the challenges of tomorrow. This 
higher priority would include adequately resourcing flie effort at all levels, implen^nting the ATLDP 
recommendations, assessing the impact of those recommendatioiw, and evaluating how well the Amiy grows its 
civilian leaders. Developing tomorrow's civilian leaders will require a stronger link to the organizatioiK and 
ARSTAF elements currently resourced to plan for the future objective force and validate methodology. CiviEan 
leader development reqsorBibility resides with the Assistant G-1, CiviUan Personnel PoUcy. The ATLDP study 
recommends that all Army leader development be aggregated under one component. The G-3, as the AMTAF 
proponent, will accept liie transfer of responsibility and accountabiUly for civilian leader development v^le the 
Training and Doctrine Command will assume tiie role of executor. 

33. Providing effective training and leader development will greatly enhance the Army's ability to meet its 
futoe readiness requirements. 
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RECOMMENDATION #2: ENSURE THE ARMY CIVILIAN PEKFORMANCE EVALUATION 
SYSTEM PROVIDES EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE ACCOUNTABILITY AND FEEDBACK, AND 
PROVIDES FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. 

• Alipi individual developmental and performance objectives wift oi^mizational values and 
goals. 

• Provide mcmtives to enlian(» performance and encourage lifelong learning (see imperative #2). 

• Provide ongoing, documented f^dback (counseling) residing: 
■ Perfonnance. 
■ Individual developmental goals. 
■ Career development. 

• Provide a metric for: 
■ Peiformance evaluation. 
■ Movemoit tbrou^ the "bands of exMllence" (see recommendatton #5). 
■ Promotion selection. 
■ Retention. 

• Monitor compliance ofoi^anbations and leaders regaining the implementation and 
documentation of flie performance evaluation cycle. 

• Determine appropriate consequences for noncompliance and means for enforaement. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #2: 

34. Currently, Army civilian evaluations are done using the Total Aimy Performance Evaluation System 
(TAPES). TAPES is presently under revision and is being transformed into the Aimy Automated Performance 
Management Support System XXI (AP^ XXT). A draft regulation is being staffed; however, this Panel does 
not assume tfie changes under the new system will address all aspecte of Recommendation §2. Therefore, 
Recommendation #2 is based on data gathered in this effort on flie present TAPES. 

35. Briefly, the stated purpose of TAPES is, "...the systematic process of integrating perfonnance, pay, and 
awards systems to improve individiaal and organizational effectiveness in the accomplishment of Army mission 
and goals." TAPES attempts to do this by following the Department of flie Amy Performance Management 
Plan (AR 690-400, Chapter 4302, Subchapter 1). 

36. There are two subsystems wifliin TAPES: flie Base System and flie Senior System (The APMS XXI draft 
regulation will consolickte the two systems.) 

• The Base System CiviUan Evaluation Report (DA Form 7223) system appUes to nonsupervisoiy and 
supervisory Army civiliaiB in the grade of GS-8 and below. It requires the rater to evaluate the ratee on 
four general responsibilities, providii^ behavioral examples of each, and provide comments relating to the 
Army values. If the rated individual is in a position with "some supervisory duties," there are two 
additional responsibilities. Under each responsibility is a four-point scale where raters record how well 
each responsibility is teing i^rfoimed. The Base System Civilian Performance Counseling 
Checkhst/Record (DA Form 7223-1) has two parts: a counseling checklist for conducting and documenting 
counseling session, and the responsibilities, performance standards, and key points that were generated in 
counseling sessions. 

• The Senior System Civilian Evaluation Report (DA Form 7222) ^stem applies to supervisory and 
nonsupervisory Army civilians in the grade of GS-9 and above. It requires flie rater to evaluate the ratee on 
overall performance based on the performance standards identified in flie Senior System Civihan 
Evaluation Report Support Form (DA Form 7222-1) and provide comments relating to the Army values. 
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The Senior System Civilian Evaluation Report also adcs raters to indicate whether the overall rating 
includes the supervisoiy perfomiance standards. 

37. Arniy civilians beheve that midpoint counseling about their current job performance is useM; however, 
tiiey do not beUeve it is always conducted according to regulation. Also, they are split (one-third satisfied, one- 
third neutral, one-tiiird dissatisfied) on levels of satisfaction with the formal and informal feedback they receive 
on their development as future leaders. 

38. The Panel (tetermined - from focus group data, survey data, on-line SES/GO survey data, and information 
gathered from three Executive Panel meetings and a Strategic Conclusions and Recommendations Conference - 
that TAPES does not Mfill the purpose for v^ch it was developed. When aske4 "How well is civilian 
performance being evaluated?", focus group responses over^elmingly indicated that performance is not being 
well evaluated (1,012 "not well" rehouses out of 1,369 overall responses), TAPES does not achieve the 
desired ongoing dialogue between rater and tiie latee about performance, expectation, and professional 
development. Siqjervisors, in general, are not using it as a source for making sound decisiom concerning 
compensation, training, reassignment, promotion, reductions in grade, retention, reductions in force (RIF), or 
removal. There is inconsistency in the way it is iwed throughout the Army, There is widespread perception that 
supervisors inflate ratings to avoid grievances or complainte from employees, or fliat supervisors choose not to 
differentiate between high and low performers. 

39. The intent of TAPES is that the rating process be a collaborative effort between rater and ratee. However, 
ratees do not beheve that the feedback they receive helps them with career development - a stated perfomiance 
evaluation system objective. As a result, any developmental outcomes become the sole respomibilify of tiie 
ratee, not the rater. 

40. Raters are not rising qwcific, measurable perfomiance standar<b. Some raters do not even prepare 
evaluation reports. The Panel concluded that TAPES does not meet its ^stemic objectives and fails to meet the 
needs of the Army and individuals, 

41. The Panel found no definite link between individual performance assessments and organizational 
performance. In summary, while the Army does have an individual performance management system for Army 
civilians, organizations and activities within the Army do not have a standard approach to conducting 
organization assessments. A marginally effective pa^nnel performance evaluation system and an inadequate 
approach to organizational performance evaluation are not adequate for the Army in the future. 

42. Implementing this recommencktion will help create accountabilify for Army civilian training and leader 
development as well as aligning such development with the goals of the organization. It will help develop an 
organizational climate that fosters lifelong learning; provides feedback foctmed on developing the strengto of 
individuals for the best of the organization and the individual; sets the measurable standards for assessment of 
perfomiance, advancement and retention; holds individuals, leaders and organizations accountable for the 
successM implementation of the performance evaluation cycle; and applies consequences as necessaiy, 

FUTURE STATE - ACCOIMTABILITY 

43. If the Army successfully executes these recommendations, training, education, and leader development will 
become priorities for all Army civilians. This will benefit l»th organizations and individuals. Leaders at all 
levels will be responsible for establishing and maintaining an effective organizational climate. Individuals, 
leaders, and organizations will be held accountable and be able to account for their perfomiance, as well as for 
their subordinates' professional and personal development. This accountability will lead to the Amy being a 
true learning organization that is people-oriento4 ready, and transformed. 
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IMPERATIVE #2 - LIFELONG LEARNING 

ABOUT LIFELONG LEARNING 

44. Lifelong learning is the individual pureuit of knowledge, the comprehension of ideas, and the expansion of 
contexttial depth. The single most critical element to the learning process is feedback. It is the basis for 
mcreasing self-awareness and empowering the individual with choice. Learning is Umited without feedtook 
from an external source. Bias creates blindness to behaviors and nonverbal communication. Feedback from 
others provides an individual awareness of others' perceptions of his behavior. Learning is the critical 
contributor to interpersonal and inlrapersonal growth. The challenge for organizations today is to instill, at the 
mdividual level, flie desire to make the overt act of learning a Ufelong pursuit. In the absence of individual 
motivation, organizations fall short of realizing flieir full potential. Lifelong learning is the essential foundation 
for transforming leader development in a transforming Army. 

45. Lifelong learning must be endorsed and modeled from the top. For optimal effectiveness, it must be Unked 
to the organization's strategic plans and goals. Careful planning is needed for creating increasingly challenging 
work assignments. Feedback is an essential piece of the learning process. Further, Aimy civihan careers must 
contam a balance of training, education and development, operational assignments, self-development, and 
mentoring. 

46. A review of current Uterature (e.g. Oi^anizatiom Growing Leaders: Best Practices and Principles in the 
Public Service, Human Capital Series, December 2m\, Leadership Development: A Review of Industries Best 
Practices, ARI, April 2001) indicates that the best-pa-forming organizations of the future will be those that 
learn faster than teir conqjetition and are able to leam from experience. Organization members motivated to 
learn will help keep their organizations at peak performance. 

WHAT THE FIELD TOLD US ABOUT LIFELONG LEARNING 
47. CoiBistently, respondents believe that training (both leadership and technical) should be made more hke the 
system for soldiers. The most acute issue is funding, including fencing and a centralization of resources as is 
done for soldiers. 

48. Respondents also want a leader development ^stem similar to the system that exists for soldiers; a system 
consisting of mandatory structure4 progressive, and sequential courses with a timehne for attendance. Some 
mention that they want Army civihans and soldiers to attend courees together to improve Army civilian-soldier 
relations. 

49. Supervisors should be held accountable for sending people to training. Too httle leader development 
training is being provided, and what is provided is too late to be beneficial. The field would hke to see more 
Army civihans provided wifli leader development training, and it should be provided earlier in their careers. 

50. Training inhibitors include lack of ftmding and resources, and lack of knowledge about training and 
development policies and available courses. 

51. Current common core leadership training courses are beneficial. Most supervisors and senior leaders 
beheve that it is important for flieir subordinates to attend. 

52. Organizations and supervisor both support self-development activities on members' personal time and 
time at work. However, while this support exists, many respondents indicate they have to take the initiative, 
with little or no guidance, to find training and other opportunities to develop themselves. 

53. Currently, Army civilians feel forced to complete self-development on their own time. They would hke 
more training to be available at their own installations, on-line, and by correspondence, becai^e tiiey are often 
not allowed to travel to attend training. Mmsf report not knowing what training is available, and beheve it 
should be better advertised. 
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54. Respondents realize that on-the-job development, as well as formal training, is critical to improving skills. 
They would like a variety of assignments to gain on-the-job training and assignments aligned witii training so 
that the learning can be reinforced. They want the intern program improved and expanded to attract top talent 
to the Army. Many also surest applying the intern model across career fields and employees so that everyone 
will get the same benefits, l^ny also would like the Army to fund college degrees. They would Uke more 
emphasis on mentoring. 

55. Nearly half of senior leaders believe that insufficient opportunities exist for Army civilian leader 
development and that Aimy civihans in their organizations are not being adequately developed to "lead 
change." Senior leaders also believe that the priori^ given existing leader development programs is too low 
compared to other initiatives, and that the absence of a centralized approach to leader development is an 
obstacle to adequate leader development training for Aimy civilians. Other obstacles mentioned were employee 
wor]doa4 supervisor resistance to leader training, inconsistent implementation of policies and practices, and 
lack of information. Additionally, about half of the senior leaders said "nothing or "not much" is being done in 
their organizations to overcome barriers to effective leader development. 

56. Many Army civihans request a clear "career path" to show them the training and development needed at 
various points in flieir careers and what iiey need to do to get promoted. Th^ want a document that shows 
specific steps, such as a checklist or road map. Some also request tying training to career progression. Again, 
respondents point to existing ^stems for officers and NCOs as models for a career path. 

LIFELONG LEARNING - RECOMMENDATIONS #3 THROUGH #8 

RECOMMENDATION #3: CREATE A TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT PARADIGM THAT 
INCORPORATES A LIFELONG LEARNING PHILOSOPHY. 

• Define and develop a philosophy of lifelong learning. 

• Enrourage Aimy civilians to follow the lifelong learning phUosophy through a bahnt^ of 
training and Vacation, opei«tional assignments, self-development, and moitorin^ 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #3: 

57. The Army's lifelong learning philosophy should include the following definition: 

Lifelong leammg is the pursuit of knowledge, the comprehension and synthesis of 
ideas, and the expansion of depth of understanding on a continual and unrestricted 
basis. 

58. Aimy policy should clarify exactly how lifelong learning, self-development, feedback, and mentoring are 
linked to the individual development of a person, and how training, education and development, and operational 
assignments can enhance self-development. 

59. For the Army to truly \m a "learning oiganization," it must go beyond ite current training model to promote 
a Ufelong learning philosophy grounded in a Wance of training, education and development, operational 
assignments, self-development, and mentoring. 

60. IiKtitutional training and education provide uniformed and Army civilian leaders opportunities to acquire 
the knowledge, skills, and attributes needed to perform their duties. Institutional (schooliouse) training 
provides learners the opportunify to leam the theoretical basis for understanding leaderehip and develop 
awareness of their own leadership l»haviors. 

61. Operational and developmental assignments provide opportonities to translate the theoretical base and 
awareness acquired during institutional training/education into practice. They provide an avenue to gain the 
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confidence and competence needed for more complex/higher level assignmenls. They also provide critical 
experiences needed for the future. Supervisors should make every effort to assure that recently trained Aimy 
civilians receive assignments allowing practice of newly acquired sMlls. 

62. Self-development is a positive action that entails the pursuit of knowledge to establish a depth of 
connprehension and underatanding about the logic of a particular topic. As one of the three pillars of leader 
development (institutional, operational, and self-development, per FM 22-100), its fimction is to provide a 
means for acquiring knowledge and compreteiwion that would not otherwise be developed in the institution or 
during operational exi»riences. 

63. There is a need to aiqjt a definition of self-development. There is also a need to clarify, publish, and 
disseminate self-development policies. Individual self-4evelopment plans can be tied to the organizational 
needs and strategic plans and vice versa, thus giving a positive refiam on investment for both the organization 
and the individual. Self-development and motivation are interdependent. Increased motivation among 
members will be the positive outcome expected from self-development. 

64. One of the elemental of the hfelong learning philosophy is mentoring. When coupled with self- 
development, it allows individuals to seek out a n»ntor with whom they can discuss their own development and 
receive guidance or information on flieir pursuit of lifelong learning. The Army has emphasized the 
significance of mentoring for Amy civiliarm in "Mentoring for Civilian Members of the Force" (DA PAM 690- 
46,1995). However, the field reports that there is no coiBistency among mentoring programs and processes 
that currently exist within the Army. There is a need to adopt a definition of mentoring and to publish 
guidelines for, and best practices, of ntentoring. Since a mentoring relatioiMihip is a voluntary action, the 
responsibility is on the individual to enter into a mentoring relationship as part of lifelong learning. 

65. To balance training, education, and operational assignments, leaders must be aware of training 
opporhJnities; know individuals' strengths, weaknesses, and goals; and be able to motivate subordinates through 
increasingly challenging assignments, kfeintaining this balance assures apjffopriate return on the Army's 
investment of time and money. One-half of SESs/GOs reported irmifficient developmental ojyortunities; one- 
fourth stated that Army civilians are not identified for the right training; more than one-half reported that Army 
civilian workload and inconsistent implementation of policies and practices are barriers to developing tiie 
workforce. In addition, comprehensive survey respondents said fliey were unaware of training requirements and 
opportunities. 

RECOMMENDATION #4: REPLACE THE CURRENT CIVILIAN CAREER PROGRAMS AND 
CAREER IlELDS WITH A BROAD CAREER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR ALL ARMY 
CIVILIANS IN SUPPORT OF READINESS. 

• Create a career man^ement system for all Army civilians fliat includes bofli leader and 
technical tracks. 

• Define functional area, tedini^ and l^der competencies. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #4: 

66. The current career program system is stovepiped, narrow in scope, and does not, in its entirety, address the 
competencies and skill sets required of the future Army civilian workforce. Future competencies should enable 
Army civilians to be adaptable and self-aware, possessing integrated skill sets and the ability to fimction in 
broad-based jobs with multiple responsibilities. The field reported that they do not find flieir career field 
programs and the Amy Civihan Training, Education and Itevelopment System (ACTEDS) effective in helping 
them develop as leaders, ^taiy were unaware of what actually exists. Current career prograim include only 
about one-third of the Army civilian workforce. 

67. The Army's current 22 civilian career programs and established proponent career fields need to merge into 
fewer, broader ftmctional areas similar to what the uniformed component has done with the Officer Personnel 
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Management System (OPl^). Once Urn fimctional areas are determined, the technical and leader competencies 
and skill sets need to be defined. The leafa conqjetencies discussed in FM 22-100 provide a framework for 
developing Army civilian leaders as a part of the Army team. 

68. The career management system for all Army civilians must include leader tracks, technical tiacls, career 
road maps with decision pointe for self-directed career management, and a centralized, integrated Army 
education system. The leader and technical tracks would address skill sets needed at each grade level to grow 
leaders vereed in the Army leaderehip competencies. Skills could be developed by coursework, developmental 
assignments, or self-study. 

69. Ideally, this new broad career management system will ensure effective me of employees through a 
required mix of challenging on-the-job assignments, sMU-building formal training, operational assignments, and 
cross-training. This process should produce a professional, highly motivated, self-confident workforce. 

RECOMMENDATION #5: IMPLEMENT A DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUUM FOR ARMY 
CIVILIANS. 

• Develop an Army-wide ^stem for oi^nfaations and individuals to for^ast, plan, monitor, and 
traclc training experiences. 

• Tie to progressive and sequential leader/technical training plans, with decision points for career 
options. 

• Ensure career road maps are tied to the broad rareer man^ement system for all Army civilians 
to use in self-directed car^r management. 

• Implement "bands of eicellaice" for ^reer progression. 

• Train fradback and developmental counseling skills in all Aimy leadership courses and provide 
specific training. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #5: 

70. There is a problem with the Army currently having different systems to forecast, plan, monitor, and track 
training. These systenw are not fully integrated and are not used appropriately. This makes them ineffective. 
The Army must tie ite personnel management database to its training database to provide supervisors all the 
tools necessary to manage and utihze the civilian workforce. This can also tie into the bands of excellence and 
functional areas. 

71. To ensure optimum use of Army civilians, the Army must conduct (plan, prepare, execute, and assess) 
training much like it does for the uniformed force. Therefore, the Army should develop one system that allows 
those respoiBible for training to assess, forecast, plan, monitor, and track training from a complete perspective. 
In addition, rach Army civihan will have a clearly defined road map with leader and technical tracks spelled 
out. Amy civiliaiK would be able to go back and forth between tracks, depending on individual choice or 
organizational need. 

72. The Army civilian "bantb of excellence" concept is entirely new. Survey respondents complained that there 
is no real incentive to attend training because fliere is no correlation between the training and selection for 
promotion. Bands of excellence is a way of lying leader development training to promotion opportunities. The 
goal is to have both technical and leadership career tracks for Army civilians. These tracks will be progressive 
and sequential, allowing an individual to shift from one track to the other with minimal retraining to meet the 
qualifications established for a position. 

73. Both career tracks will require technical and leadership training. However, depending on one's chosen 
track, the amount of training in each conq)onent will be weighted more heavily toward the chosen track. The 
training will be competency based, and to successMly progress up the "bands," one must meet increasingly 
demanding standard. Individuals will be affonkd the opportunity to move to either track throughout their 
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career. The flexibility of movement between tracks will be based on completion of training and certification of 
competencies in both traclai at each preceding level. 

Leadership and Technical Tiaclts 

LEADERSHIP TRACK 

TECHNICAL TRACK 

: YsirsofSwvice i 

74. The whole "comprises" the imrts-In this case, the band will comprise three intra-band levels of 
competence. Level A (aj^rentice). Level B (journeyman), and Level C (expert). To be considered for 
movement to the next higher band, one must achieve "expert" certification in the preceding band. Selection of 
candidates for promotion will be made exclusively from Level C (expert). 

75. Employers can request a hiring roster Hsting applicants with the ai^jropriate technical qualifications and 
leader competencies. Over time, careftilly designed training bands will allow selecting officials to know the 
skills they can expect applicants to possess. Army civilian will understand that referral for a job is contingent 
upon con5»letion of prescribed training that places them into comideration for advancement If properly 
exeaUed, this systan will restria selection ofcandMates to the top band. 
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Senior Level 

Mid Level 

Entry Level 

Bands of Excellence 

Leadership Technical 
Track Track 

ll-osr^ 
UfRfl 

Cwnpeteney 
Levels 

GS-09 

Leadership Technical 
Track Track 

Entiy Level 

76. In addition to the obstacles to getting leader development training, supervisors responding to the survey 
indicated that fliey do not see much p^off for attending training, either for themselves personally in terms of 
promotion, etc., or for tiieir organization in temw of planning for 5-10 years into the future. Only about 40% of 
SESs and GOs agreed that the training their civilian rmnagere and supervisors received has helped Ihem in 
planning for their organization's fliture needs. 

77. Feedback is the intermediate step between assessment and evaluation, and is required by regulation. 
However, survey respondents indicate that feedback does not occur as required by regulation, much less on a 
continual basis. Lack of feedback h^ a negative effect on morale, motivation, and productivify. There needs to 
be more monitoring of the feedback required by regulation. Additionally, feedback and counseling skills can be 
addressed qwcifically in leaderehip courses. 

be included in the leadership track. 

RECOMMENDATION #6: PROMOTE SELF-DEVELOPMENT AS PART OF THE ARMY 
LIFELONG LEARNING PfflLOSOPHY, 

• Clarify, publish, and dissemfaiate Anny policies and expectations regarding civilian self- 
development. 

• Adopt and publish a standard definition for self-development: 
Self-devdoptmnt atcottqtmses aOivilies and teaming which enhance Ufelong personal 
development while contributing to professional conq/etence and oiganimtional mission 
effectiveness. 
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•    Execute self-development wifliin a balanced framework of trainhig and education, 
developmental experioiMs, and mentoring. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #6: 

79. There is currently no consistent definition or policy for self-development. Amy civilians intuitively expect 
self-development to occur but lack guidance concerning what it looks like or how to accompHsh it. Guidance 
from the organizational point of view should reinforce self-development as part of the lifelong learning 
philosophy. It should define self-development and emphasize its importance for bofli individual and 
organizational growfli. 

80. Clarifying, publishing, and disseminating self-development policies and expectations, along with adopting 
a common definition and making available self-assessment imtnanents, will set the course for making self- 
development an integral part of lifelong learning. All training/assignments/self-development pohcies should be 
incorporated into an Army civilian training strategy and linked to promotion opportonities. The most important 
aspect of self-development is executing it within the framework of training/education, developmental 
experiences, and mentoring/counseling. As one of the three leader developnrent pillars, self-development 
complements irurtitutional training and operational experiences with an intentional plan for each Amy civilian's 
developn^nt and growth. Operational or developmental assignments give Amiy civilians opportunities to 
practice their new skills. As the term imphes, se^yevelopment requires the individual to take the initiative to 
seek out developmental opportunities. The individual's developmental plan can be tied to organizational needs 
and strategic plans. 

81. Self-development has been (tetermined to be important to improving performance. The person who is self- 
motivated seeks out ways be become more knowledgeable. The Army should provide opportunities to share 
that knowledge and motivate otheis to become seekers of knowledge as well. 

RECOMMENDATION #7: PUBLISH AND MAKE ACCESSIBLE THE GUIDELINES, DEFDOTTION, 
AND BEST PRACTICES FOR MENTORING PARTNERSHIPS. ADOPT AND PUBLISH THE 
FOLLOWING DEFINITION: 

Mentordt^ refers to the vobmtary, developmental rdatiomhip that &cis^ bOween a 
person of greater experience andaperson of lesser experience. It involves a proactive, 
selfless conamtmeM to foster personal and professional grotrth in others based on 
nmtual trust and respect, sustained through careful listening, sincere caring, and 
sharing of knowledge and life experiences for the betterment of the individual and the 
Army. Mentoring reinforces Army values and develops leaders who can meet the 
challenges of the future. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #7: 

82. A key element in the concept of mentoring is developing a relationship tetween a person of greater 
expCTience and a person of lesser experience where there is a sharing of knowledge and life experiences. This 
element substantiates the added value that mentoring bringsto the Army, its organizations, and the participants. 
By publishing and making this information accessible, the Army will offer the education needed about 
mentoring. It will provide clarity and be a resource accessible to anyone interested in entering a mentoring 
relationship. An organization/installation can use it to develop a local prop-am. Mentoring helps people leam 
from experience; Urns, it is also very relevant to lifelong learning. 

83. ^^ntoring p-ovides positive return on investment by improving productivity, morale, and job performance. 
The field (Army civilians, civilian executives, and GOs) reported that the Army should increase command 
emph^is on mentoring. Providing education about what mentoring is, ite benefite, where mentoring is 
available, and making it a part of the Aixisy culture, will positively affect the development of fiiture Army 
civilian leadere. 

84. As a result of the three previous ATLDP studies, the Army is currently designing and coordinating a 
doctrinal approach to mentoring designed to generate a common vocabulary, stimulate disciKsion, and provide a 
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reference to rising mentore and those being mentored. The outcome of this initiative will reinforoe a culture of 
personal and professional development. 

RECOMMENDATION #8: DEVELOP A CENTRALIZED ARMY EDUCATION SYSTEM, 
INTEGRATING CIVILIAN AND MILITARY INDIVIDUAL TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND 
DEVELOPMENT WHERE APPROPRIATE. 

• Identity Aimy civilian leader competencies tliat support readiness. 

• Increase acrass to trauiing mid development flirou^ a varie^ of sourees (college and 
univenities, developmental usipimenfai, distance laming, etc), whOe oifoiving systemic 
accountability. 

• Integrate civilian and soldier education, training, and developmoit throu^out aU levels. 

• Broaden the targeted Army dvilian education and trauiing hase (e.g., earlier in career, lower 
grade level, career and noncaiver programs). 

• Create a stractured, progressive, sequential institutional approach deseed to support bands of 
excellence (see rorommendation # 5) and increase competencies throu^out an Army civilian's 
career. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION «: 

85. The following Anny civilian leader development training and education model is commonly referred to as 
the "stair-stq)" chart. It portrays professional development courses available to Amy civilians. These courses 
are also referred to as the "Arny Civilian Leadership Training Core Curriculum." This "stoir-step" graphic 
depicts courees developed over time to meet the leader development training and education nee<b of Army 
civilians. Some of fliese courses have been delivered for ten or more yeare as stand-alone courses that have no 
apparent relation to each other in terms of proponent, content, or focus - although the original intent was to 
provide a progressive and sequential leader development curriculum. 
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Army Civilian Leadership Training Core Curriculum 
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86. The Army Civilian Leadership Training Core Curriculum (excluding the executives portion) identifies five 
courses as "mandatoiy": the Intern Leadership Development Courae, Action Officer Etevelopment Course, 
Supervisor Development Course, Leadership Education and Development Course, and the Manager 
Development Course. Four courses are not mandatory: Sustaining Base Leadership and Management, 
Organizational Leaderehip for Executives, Pereonnel Management for Executives I, and Personnel Management 
for Executives n. Also not mandatory are participation in DLAMP and attendance at the Senior Service 
Colleges. 

87. CompUance with mandatoiy requirements is up to supervisors. There ai« no consequences or sanctions 
imposed on Army civilians or their supervisors for failure to attend and successfully complete these courses. 
There is no forcing or enforcing mechanism for attendance. While most supervisors consider ttie management 
or supervisory training they have received to have benefited them in the workplace, they feel that there is no 
incentive to attend management or supervisory training because it does not necessarily lead to advancement or 
to added compensation. 

88. There is currently no commonly accepted set of competencies for Army civilian leacters around which to 
fociK leader training. The courses in the core leaderehip curriculum are designed to address different (but 
perhaps correlated and complementary) comi»tencies, namely, those contained in Army leadership doctrine and 
those prescribed by the OfiTice of Pereonnel ktonagement for SES positions. This lack of a common direction 
wifliin the core curriculum produces a "patchwork quilt" effect. The result is that the leader cfevelopment 
process lacks integration and focus and does not provide a framework within which the effectiveness of all 
courees can be evaluated against a common metric. A needs analysis should be conducted soon to determine 
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the competencies that should be ibe fociK of Army civiUan leader development and that support Amy vision, 
mission, goals, and strate^. 

89. The current civiUan leader development system fails to meet the Army's needs. Targeted Army civilian 
are not attending the core leadership courses for a number of r^asors. Responses to compreheiMiive survey 
questions indicated that training, especially leader training, is not perceived M really available to them 
Respondents who have attended the mandatory core curriculum courses found them to be effective; however, 
they are not generally accessible to Army civiliaiB in the grades of GS-7 through GS-12 who want the training 
and believe they would benefit from it. 

90. When asked in focus p^oiys "What does your supervisor or organization do to support leader development 
for you?", flie most frequent response by far was "nothing." Only about 40% of SES/GO respondents agreed 
that Army civilians have sufficient training and leader development opportunities. 

91. Regarding obstacles to leader development training, the most frequent responses from the field were lack of 
resources (time, money, etc) and the workload/mission. SES/GO respondents said that leader development's 
low priority relative to other tasks and the employee workload were the greatest obstacles to developing Army 
civilian leaders. Comprehensive survey respondents said that not knowing what courses are offered is an 
obstacle in getting leader development training. This was echoed in focus group comments fliat Army civihans 
are largely uninformed about the leader development program in general or any leader development courses 
available to them. However, flie FY 01 Army Civilian Personnel Attitude Survey showed that about one half of 
supervisors and employees had not accessed the training section of Civilian Pereonnel On Line (CPOL) in the 
previous 12 months. 

92. While a majority of Army civilians believe that the chain of command suj^rts their training and 
development, most say that they must initiate it themselves. This is consistent with the findings of the US Merit 
Systems ftotection Board concerning flie role of supervisors in human resource management. This report stated 
that training decisions in the federal government are often a matter of employees nominating themselves for 
training th^ would like to attend and supervisore approving those requests with Uttle or no regard for what kind 
of development each employee actually needs and its ultimate effect on the overall organization. 

93. About half of the survey respondents indicated that they did not believe that flieir supervisors know what 
training and development they need. Supervisors said that they did not have the necessary resources to train 
their employees. Only 30-40% of SESs/GOs agree that their organization have sufficient fimds for job-related 
training to maintain up-to-date job skills or for leader development training. When focus groups were asked 
what leader development training should be made available, the most numeroiK response was; "training should 
be made available sooner." The second highest was "leadership training should be made available to 
everybody." According to the SES/GO on-line survey, 75% of SESs and GOs indicate that tiie Army fills most 
of its leactediip positions by promoting from within the organization or from the Amy at large. If the Army is 
to do an effective job at growing leaders from within, it must put more effort into developing the GS-7 through 
GS-12 ranks. This Panel believes fliat GS-7 through GS-12s are underserved in that development process. 

94. Many of the problems that fie Panel discovered in the current leacter development system can be attributed 
to the fact that Army civilian leader development has not enjoyed the same priority as leader development in the 
uniformed component, and to basic differences between the two systems. The intent of this recommendation is 
to rectify some of these differences and put increased priority on Army civihan leader development. 

95. TIK uniformed component is a closed system. A soldier enters at the lowest rank and works up. There is 
no lateral entiy. Promotion is based on performance as well as potential. Soldiers are often promoted to a 
position and then given tiie rwcessary training. In contrast. Army civiliaiB are not consictered competitive for 
jobs unless fli^ have already demonstrated the requisite knowledge, skills, and abihties. As a result of iiese 
differences, tlw Army has invested more resources in developing soldiers than Army civilians. Integrating the 
non-irarfighting education of uniformed and Army civilian membere would greatly improve training and 
development of Amy civilians. It would benefit flie Army as a whole by increasing exposure of the two 
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components to each other and building a more cohesive culture and climate based on mutual understanding and 
trust. The current focus on removing military from many TDA positions can only heighten the need for more 
and better civiMan leader development. 

FUTURE STATE - LIFELONG LEARNING 

96. The Panel envisions that there will be a developmental program with links to organizatioml strategic plans 
and goals. Feedback will be commonplace as a part of the learning cycle. This developmental program will 
have all Army civilians participating in a balance of training and education, operational assignments, self- 
development, and mentoring, as is determined best for the Amy, the organization, and the individual. A broad 
career management system for all Army civihans that includes leader and technical tracks will be effectively 
and efficiently o|»rating. Career roadmaps with decision points for self-directed career management will be the 
norm for professional develojnnent. 

97. The Amiy must link civilian training and leader developn^nt to advancement eligibility with the Army 
being accountable for providing opportunities to attend training and leader development. This would greatly 
enhance the Army's ability to demoiKtrate its commitment to providing career development opportunities for ite 
civilian. Upon implementation and successful execution of the above recommendations, the Panel believes that 
the fature state of the Army regarding hfelong Iraming will show that it is enthusiastically endorsed and 
modeled from the top levels of the Army leaderehip to the bottom levels. 

IWIPERATIVE #3 - INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

ABOUT MTERPEI^ONAL SKILLS 

98. Leadership is about influencing others within the context of a relationship. Mteipereonal skills are critical 
to the abilify of leaders to persuade, motivate, develop, and manage constructive working relatiorships with 
others. Leadere must be aware of their own behavior pattems and emotions (self-awareness) and attuned with 
empathy to the people tiiey lead. Leaders set the climate of their organizations. Climate, in turn, affects 
productivity. Therefore, it is imperative that the Army provide tomorrow's leaders the very best preparation 
possible in this critical leadership dimension. 

99. To support tomorrow's Aimy, all Army leaders must be proficient in interpersonal skills. Interperaonal 
skills include motivating and inspiring people, fostering commitment from subordinates, building strong 
working relationships and ieams, and shaping a positive and productive organizational climate through 
communication, support, and understanding. 

100. Research shows tiiat ihs organizational climate (how people feel about working there) can account for 20- 
30% of the organization's performance. Actions of the organization's leader account for 50-70% of how 
enqjloyees jwrceive their organization's climate. For every 1% improvement in the service climate, there is a 
2% increase in revenue (productivify) (Goleman, 2002, Primal Leadership: Realizing the Power of Emotional 
Intelligence), 

101. There is agreement in research literature that triKt is an essential element to organizational success and is 
necessary to achieve excellence within any organization. Low levels of trast produce an environment 
characterized by high levels of stress, reduced productivity, and an avoidance of risk-taking and innovation 
(Baird and St-Amand, 1995, Trust Within the Organimtion, Monograph, Issue 1). Maintaining trust requires a 
commitment to building interpersonal relatior^hips based on honesty, integrity, and a genuine concern for 
othere (Covey, 1990, The Seven Habits of Highly Successfal People). 

WHAT THE FIELD TOLD US ABOUT INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 
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102. Army civilians, SESs, and GOs view interpersonal skills as the most important leadership dimension for 
tody's and tomorrow's leaders. However, Army civilian leacters are seen as less effective in this critical 
dimension than in their technical competencies. The most foquently mentioned interpersonal skill is 
communication. Respondents indicate that providing understandable information, both verbal and written, that 
gives employees a clear direction is very important. In addition, respondents point out that anoflier essential 
component of communication is active Ustening. The second most frequent interpersonal skill mentioned is 
team building. Team building refers to the ability to organize teams into a collaborative group to accompUsh a 
mission or goal. 

103. Focus group coimnents indicate that the most valuable skills learned from leadership training with respect 
to job utilization are interpereonal in nature. The most frequently mentioned interpersonal skill enhanced 
through leadership training is communication. Communication skills are varied and include "soft" skills, such 
as: active listening, writing, and pubhc speaking/briefmg. Communication skills also include interacting and 
working with coworkers and supervisors, and customer service/care skills. Understanding people is the second 
most frequent interpersonal skill enhanced through leaderehip training. This refers to "taking care of people" in 
general as well as understanding and interacting with a diverse workforce, understanding different personality 
and work styles, and understanding different perepectives. The third most frequently mentioned interpersonal 
skill gained in leadership training is team building, specifically how to woric as a team and get all members 
involved in the process. 

104. Some focus group respondents also mention that the Amy should evaluate leadership potential before 
hiring people into supervisory positions. They have witnessed supervisors with good technical skills who do 
not have the leadership and inter|«rsonal skills needed for their position. 

105. FociB groups indicate that Army civiUans want more leadership courses in general. Specific requests for 
interpereonal skills training include the areas of communications, team building, conflict resolution, and 
influencing and motivating employees. 

106. Ivtoiy mention that new supervisore need training before they begin their jobs. They complain about the 
quality of their own sipervisors and about their own lack of supervisory skills. They would like leader 
development courees to be open to all levels. 

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS - RECOMMENDATION m 

RECOMMENDATION #9: MAJKE INTERPERSONAL SKILM DEVELOPMENT A PRIORITY. 

• Increase coverage of interpenonal skDls in progressive and sequential Imier training at aD 
levels. 

• Make interpersonal skills a dimension of performance evaluation fcr people in the leadership 
track 

• Make inleipersonal skiDs a selecflon criterion for leadership positions. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION ^W: 

107. While Amy civilian supervisors are generally seen as effective in many conceptual, technical, and 
organizational skills, they are seen as less effective in their abihty to lead people. The perceived deficiency is 
very important because the overwhehning majority of respondents at all grack levels (including SES and GO) 
indicate a belief that iaterpereonal skills are the most critical skills now, and for the firture. Interpersonal skills 
are important because enqjloyee loyalty, job satisfaction, and productivity are all determined to a great extent by 
employees' relatior^hips with their immediate supa-visors. In exit surveys. Army civiliaria cited two of their 
top five reasons for leaving the Amy as dealing with management and dealing with supervisors. Dealing with 
management refers to the fiustration of adhering to rigid rules, procedures, and regulations perceived to be 
imposed by management. Dealing with supervisors refers to the day-to-day interaction with immediate 
supervisors. 
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108. Almost one fliird of Amy civUians are not satisfied with the level of trust between supervisors and 
employees. Thirty percent of all Army employees are not satisfied with the degree of open communication 
between civilian suj^rvisore and civilian subordinates. 

109. Supervisora are generally promoted into leaderehip positions based primarily on their technical skills. 
Once in leadership positions, their evaluations typically do not include any assessment of interpersonal skills, 
even though those skills account for a large portion of what they are expected to do. The Arniy is not alone in 
this. A recent study by Office of Merit Systenw Oversight and Effectiveness ^Supervisors in the Federal 
Government: A Wake-up Call" 2001) reported fliat most agencies do not identify employees with supervisory 
potential and develop them for future leaderehip positions. As a result, supervisory selections primarily 
emph^ize technical expertise without adequate attention to leadership competencies. Also, supervisors 
themselves take issue with the way their perfonnance is evaluated. They feel that the abihty to get work done 
by effectively leading people should be given more weight than it is. 

110. The Army must provide interpersonal skills training at all levels of leader and employee development. It 
cannot wait until Army civilians reach flie grade of GS-12 or above to begin training them in effective 
relationship building. It must begin cteveloping interpereonal skills early, continue developing them throughout 
an Army civiUan's career, promote people to leadership positions based upon flieir interpersonal skills, and 
routinely evaluate leaders on the effectivene^ of their interpersonal skills. 

FUTURE STATE - INTERPEI^ONAL SKILLS 

111. When this recommendation k successMly implemente4 the Army will develop civilian leaders with 
interi»rsonal skills to motivate, inspire, and obtain commitment fi-om their followers. The Army will have 
leaders who shape a positive and productive organizational cUmate while building strong working relationships 
flirough effective communication, suj^wrt, and underetanding of self and others. In short, leaders will be 
proficient in interpersonal skills and meet the deman<b of tomorrow's Army. 

IMPERATIVE #4 - ARMY CULTURE 

ABOUT ARMY CULTURE 

112. The collection, analysis, and interpretation of the data, and the findings and conclusions indicate that 
Army poHcies and practices are out of balance with the expectations of Army civilians. 

113. According to FM 22-lW), Army Leadership, culture is "A group's shared set of beliefs, values, and 
assumptioiB about what's important." Organizational culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions that iie 
group has learned as it solved problems of external adaptation and internal integration and that have worked 
well enough to be considered valid. Therefore, these patterns of shared basic assumptions are taught to new 
members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problenw. Over time, an 
institution's culture becomes so embedded in its members that they may not even notice how it affecte their 
attitudes. The institutional culture Incomes second nature and influences the way people think, act in relation to 
each other and outside agencies, and ajqjroaoh the mission. Institutional culture helps define Uie boundaries of 
acwptable behavior. Army values form the foundation on which the Army's institutional culture stands. 

114. FM 22-100 also states that organizational climate is the members' collective sense of the organization. It 
comes from people's shared perceptions and attitudes - what they believe about the day-to-day functioning of 
their organization - and is directly attributable to the leader's values, skills and actions. Effective leadere 
encourage an atmosphere of opeimess and trust. Such an atmosphere has a great impact on people's motivation 
and the trust they feel for flteir team and its leaders. Leaders at all levels set the clirmte for their organizations, 
no matter how small or how large. In fact, it is the leader's behavior and ability to communicate that have the 
greatest effect on the organizational climate. 
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115. FM 22-100 expounds on the fact that large and complex organizations are diverse; they have many 
subcultures, such as, those that exist in the civilian and reserve componente, heavy and hght forces, and special 
operations forces. Gender, ethnio, religious, occupational, and regional dififerenoes also defme groups within 
flie force. The principal subcultures addressed in this study are the uniformed military and Army civiliara. 
There are many differences between these two subcultures. Right now, tiiey are on parallel paths (hnes) that 
never come together. Completion of all four ATLDP studies provides the opportunify to bring these subcultures 
together. 

116. Army culture is irrevocably tied to people, readiness, and transformation. People must be highly 
motivated and committed to accomphshing the mission. Leader development must he the norm, not the 
exceptioa Cross-functional and multifaceted training must be accepted, expecte4 and demanded. Between the 
imiformed and the civilian components, there miBt be increased trust and respect focused on the Army's 
strategic vision and in support of tiie soldier. The uniformed and civilian componente must be an integrated 
team, able to communicate with and underetand each other. People in the Army are an asset, not a cost. The 
Army invests in ite soldiere, but treate its civilian work force as a cost. 

WHAT THE FIELD TOLD US ABOUT ARMY CULTURE 

117. Aimy civilians are committed to making a career with the Army. Most Army civilians (97-99%) plan to 
stay with the Army until they are at least retirement-eligible. A sizeable majority (70-^0%) of respondents also 
beUeve fliat their coworkers intend to make a career with the Army. A sizeable majority (61-78%) of 
respondents perceive tiieir coworkers to be satisfied working for tiie Army. A sizeable majority (71^4%) 
would recommend the Army as a good employer. 

118. Army civilians are willing to do what is necessary to get ttie job done. A sizeable to vast majority (68- 
86%) perceive that their cowoikers are willing to put in extra hours and extra effort to complete work 
assignments if needed to do so. 

119. A sizeable majority (65-76%) of Amy civiliaiB agree that "pride in the Araiy" and "desire to serve their 
country" are inqwrtant factors influencing Army civihans to continue working for the Army. 

120. SESs and GOs agree with Army civilian about flie level of importance of work and pride in influencing 
them to continue to work for the Army, but senior leadership underestimates the level of importance to Army 
civilians of pay, benefits, job security, promotion opportunities, and training and education. 

121. Many respondents see the need to improve recruiting so that new enq^loyees can be brought in to fill the 
holes that will result fi-om retireinents in the next few years. To attract more qualified young people to careers 
as Amy civiMara, tiiey believe the Army should irrqjrove ite recruiting message, improve pay, reduce 
bureaucrat, and create a more family-friendly atmosphere. 

122. The selected shortages of people in the workplace (created by downsizing and hard-to-fill specialties) have 
brought about an incre^ed workload and lack of time for training and development. Army civilians desire 
greater accountability for job performance. This increased workload and desire for greater accountability will 
require better mutual understanding between civilians and the soldiers. It will be especially important in the 
future. 

123. FocTO group respondente realize that opportunities for promotion are limited. Employees want fair 
promotion opportunities witiiout having to relocate geographically. Some mention that promotions are unfair 
and are based on "who you know, not what you know." Others prefer dual career paths - one leadership and 
the other technical. Greater responsibility and pay are desired, even for those who do not want to go into 
su|»rvisory positions. 

124. Focus group responses indicate fliat supervisors want more flexibiUty to hire those they see as the most 
quahfied applicants. They say that priority placement programs reduce their ability to bring in high quahty new 
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hires. They also ask to be able to hire new employees more quickly an4 ideally, allow the new employee to be 
trained by the employee who is vacating the position. 

125. Army civilians uphold Anny values and believe their civilian leaders encourage them to adhere to those 
values. A sizable to vast majori^ (70-88%) of Army civiUans perceives that their coworkers demonstrate Army 
values in their work. A majority to vast majority (51^1% of employees and 67%^0% of supervisors) 
perceives that their Army civilian leaders practice Army values. 

126. Some employees talked about the negative impact of civilian persoimel regionalization. They feel fliey 
have lost many of the services that were available to them This includes having an advocate for their training 
and development - someone who would provide career counseling and let them know what training and 
development opportunities are available. 

ARMY CULTURE - RECOMMENDATIONS #10 THROUGH #12 

RECOMMENDATION #10: INTEGRATE AND STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE 
ARMY. 

• PeriodlcaUy renew and reafBrm the oath of office for civilians. 

• Adopt Mid use an Anny Civilian Creed. 

• I^blbh an Am^- Civilian Handbook ftat describes fte roles and duties of the Army ctvilian and 
explains Army traditions md customs. 

• Strengthm and int^rate the relationship among Offlcere, Warrant Offlcera, Nonrommissioned 
OfBcers, and Anny Civilians. 

• Provide Army civilians and soldien flie leader training and education for supervising eadi other 
appropriately. 

• Provide "gr^ning" and "graying" counes. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #10: The Panel found weakness in relationships 
within the Arniy civilian component and between the civilian and the uniformed component especially on the 
issues of respect, triKt, communication, and parity. About half of Anny civilians beheve soldiers show suj^rt 
and respect for Army civilians. Less than half Wieve Army leaders appreciate their contributions. About one- 
fourth of Army civiham (including SESs) and NCOs are not satisfied with the level of trust between civihans 
and soldiers. One-third of enqjloyees say they are not satkfied with the level of trust between sujwrvisors and 
employees. 

128. Differences in satisfaction with trust and open communication exist across the force. Analysis of survey 
responses indicates that the lower the grade or position, the lower the levels of trust and satisfaction with open 
communication. General officere are most satisfie4 followed by field grades, SESs, supervisors, and 
employees (86% of GOs are satisfied with miUtary supervisor to civilian employee communication; 45% of 
employees are satisfied). 

129. Not surprisingly, satisfaction with trust between supervisors and en^loyees increases with grade and 
position. Half of the srpervisors who have attended Organizational Leadership For Executives (OLE) 
overestimate their communication skills as indicated by their self-rating, pre- and post- course surveys. The 
level of satisfaction with the <tegree of open commimication between both uniformed and civilian supervisors 
and their civilian subordinates increases witii grade and position. While all acknowledge communication is 
important, flie results of this study clearly suggest that communication is not as effective as it should be. 

130. The Panel found that current Army civilian training and leader development policies and guidance are 
outdated, conflicting, and confining. Th^ are not well understood, and civilian leader development practice is 
not in accord with regulatioiB, poUcy, and doctrine. Policies and career progression guidelines are not 
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consistent, not aligned with each other, and not effective for successful career development. There is a strong 
perception that current Amy policies and practices are inadequate to meet future Army civilian leadership 
development requirements. 

131. The oath of office for Army civiUans is identical to that for officere. The Panel recommends the 
renewal/reafTirming of the oath by civihans to reinforce flie commitment they have to tiie Nation and the Army 
as well as to demonstrate that Army civilians are an integral part of the Army. The oath is as follows: 

«I DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR (OR AFFIRM) THAT I WILL SUPPORT AND 
DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES AGAINST ALL 
ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC; THAT I WILL BEAR TRUE FAITH 
AND ALLEGIANCE TO THE SAME; THAT I TAKE THIS OBLIGATION 
FREELY, WITHOUT ANY MENTAL RESERVATION OR PURPOSE OF 
EVASION; AND THAT I WILL WELL AND FAITHFULLY DISCHARGE THE 
DUTIES OF THE OFFICE UK>N WHICH I AM ABOUT TO ENTER." 

132. To provide a level of identification and purpose of the Army civiUan, the Panel recommends creating an 
Army Civilian Creed. By definition, a creed is a "brief authoritative, doctrinal formulation of the principles, 
rules, opinions, and precepts formally expressed and seriously adhered to and maintained." (Webster's Third 
New International Dictionary, Unabridge4 1981) The adoption of such a creed would assist in clearly 
delineating the intent and purpose of Army civilians aM flieir role in flie Army. The Panel proposes the Army 
Civilian Creed as follows: 

The Army Civilian Creed 

I am an Army civilian - a member of flie Army Civilian Corps. 

I am dedi<^ted to the Army and flie soldieis I serve. 

Support is my watehword — My mission fa to support flie soldier. 

I am responsible for stability and continuity during war and peace. 

I am proud of my service to flie Nation and consider it a h^ calling.   My loyally fa 
to the Constitution of die United States and at aD times I piactl<» the Army values 
ot Loyalty, Duty, RespeO, Sexless Serrice, Honor, Integrity, and Personal Courage. 

I am committed to providing quality leaderdiip to n^ peen, followers, the Army, 
and the Nation. 

133. The Panel did not discover any one definitive source for informing Army civilians of the traditions and 
customs of the Army and how Army civilians fit into those ciBtoms and traditions. The Panel discovered that a 
rift exists between the Army's civilian component and uniformed component as demonstrated through the levels 
of trust and communication perceived to be present by Army civilians. This Panel recommends fliat an Amy 
Civilian Handbook be published and made available to all Army civilians. This handbook should toc\m on 
describing the historical, present, and envisioned fiiture roles of Army civilians, as well as the Amy's traditions 
and customs. Such a handbook will help Army civilians develop a greater understanding of their contributions 
to the Aimy and service to flie Nation. In addition. Army civilians will become more aware of ttieir 
responsibility to support the Army Vision and transformation efforts. 
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134. There is a definitive need to strengthen and integrate the relationships among the four Army cohorts 
(officers, NCOs, warrant officers, and civilians). Instituting training opportunities for Army civilians and 
soldiers on how to supervise each other, and training together, will strengthen relationships among the cohorts 
and improve the opportunily for their more complete integration. The potential for improving relatiomhips 
among cohorts is greatly enhanced by increMing flie knowledge and awareness of how each cohort operates 
wiflun the Army ("graying" and "greening"). An example of doing this is tiie pilot course, "Human Resources 
for New Supervisors", currently being assessed. 

135. Relatioiuihips are built and maintained tiirough commitment, respect, trost, communication, and feedback. 
For the Army to tramfoim to and beyond the Objective Force, it is necessary to strengthen and integrate 
relationships within the Amiy civilian component and among the four Army cohorts. Army civilians are 
committed to the Army and to making lifetime careere with flie Army. They are willing to (to what is necessaiy 
to get the job <tone and are satisfied with their job acconqiUshments. Th^ uphold Army values, and their 
civilian leaders encourage them to adhere to those values. The Army is doctrinally committed to people and is 
capable of demonstrating its commitment to Amy civilians. But, Amiy civilians believe the Aimy should be 
more committed to them in the areas of trust and respect, communicatioiK, fairness in promotions, awards, and 
recognition, and in retaining highly capable employees. 

RECOMMENDATION #11: THE ARMY MUST MCREASl ITS COMMITMENT TO ARMY 
CIVILIANS. 

• Create a climate fliat facilitates Army Transformation. 

• ^bluh a CSA statement addressing flie importance of flie interdependent relationsliips among 
flie cohorte of the Army Team. 

• Implement a Stratepc Commwiication Plan for stating and publicizing flie Army's commitment 
to Army civilians. 

• Estoblish a Civilian Advfaoiy Btard, wliose chairpenon will repr^oit and advocate Anny 
civilian mattere to the CSA. 

DISCUSSION SUPPORTING RECOMMENDATION #11: 

136. Army civilians believe that the Army successfully demonstrates ite commitment to them by recruiting 
highly qualified candichtes, and providing challenging and meaningftil work, flexibility in working hours, and a 
safe working environment. 

137. Army civUiam believe tiie Aimy should be more committed to them in the following areas: trust and 
respect; communication between supervisors and subordinates, including the celebration of success; personnel 
management responsibilities; fairness in promotion, awards, and recognition; training and development; 
administrative procedures relating to equal employment oiyortunity; and retention of highly capable civilians. 

138. Army civiUans beheve flie Army does not provide sufficient career development oppjrtunities. Such 
opportunities include leadership training, education, operational assignments, and promotion. 

139. Data surest that the Army could do better in recognizing the work of Army civilians. The vast majority 
of Amy civilians surveyed indicated that the work they perform is an important factor for influencing them to 
stay with the Army, yet only about half are satisfied with the recognition they receive for their work. Army 
civiliarw say they would like their supervisors simply to acknowledge when th^ have done a good job. Fewer 
than half of employees and GS-7 through GS-12 supervisore are satisfied with the fairness of awards. 

140. The expectations of Army civilians regarding relationships and communication between uniformed and 
civilian members are not coiMsistently met. A comparison of findings indicates a startling difference in 
perception betvreen soldiers' and Army civilians' per^ctives. Aiqjroximately 40% of Army civilians disagree 
that their uniformed supervisors are concemed about employee job satisfaction, vdiile only 17% of soldiers 
disagree. Up to 3(M of Army civihans and soldiers are unsatisfied with the level of trust between Army 
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civilians and soldiere. Fewer than half of Anny civiliam believe the militaiy leaders appreciate tiieir 
contributions. This differs significantly from the soldiers' perspective of approximately 65%. 

141. About one-third of Army civiUans are dissatisfied with the degree of open communication that exists 
between civiUan supervisore and civilian subordinates. More than one-fourth of Army civilians, including 
SESs, are dissatisfied wifli the level of open communication between uniformed supervisors and civilian 
subordinates. This differs from the uniformed perspective, where only 6% of GOs and 15% of other soldiers 
are dissatisfied. 

142. Almost one-third of Army civilians are dissatisfied with the level of trust between supervisors and 
employees, fronically, albeit minimal, more non-supervisoiy Army civilians are satisfied with the level of tnat 
between civilians and soldiers than are satisfied with the level of trust between non-supervisory Amy civilians 
and supervisors. Also, it is a significant dichotomy that only 4% of GOs are dissatisfied with flie level of trust 
between civilian and military while 27% of SES are dissatisfied. 

143. In essence. Army leaders should treat others as they wish to be treated. However, only about 50% of 
Army civilians believe military personnel demonstrate support of and show respect for Army civilians. This 
differe significantly fi-om the soldiers' perspective of about 80%. Additionally, only about half of Army 
civihans report that civilian supervisors are concemed about employee job satisfaction. Furthermore, 
approximately 40% of Army civihans disagree that their uniformed supervisors are concemed about employee 
job satisfaction, while only 17% of the military disagree. The Panel beUeves there is a correlation between 
supervisors showing respect and demonstrating concern for employee job satisfaction. 

144. To create a climate that traiKforms the Army, the Army must educate its members at all levels. Army 
civiUaiK and soldiers alike, on the inqjortance of interpersonal relationships and how to \Ke interpereonal skills. 
The Aitay Vision, announced in Ctotober of 1999. encompasses People, Readiness, and Trarwiformation. The 
goal of the Aimy Vision is to transition the entire Army into a force that is strategically reqjonsive and 
dominant at every point of the spectrum of operations. In short, transformation is all about the changes the 
Amy will undergo to prepare for tiie future. Hard choices have aheacfy been ma^, and the Army is teginning 
ite historic trarKformation. Erwiuring that everyone understan<b what transformation is and the changes that it 
brings will facilitate a smooth fransformation process. 

145. To demonstrate the Amy's enhanced commitment to all members, the Panel recommends that the CSA 
pubUsh a statement about the importance of the interdependent relationships among the cohorts of the Army 
Team and how tiiey work together to accomplish the Army's vision. This CSA statement shoidd be a bold, 
stand-alone proclamation. This statement can be a part of the Strategic Communication Plan for clearly stating 
and publicizing the Amy's commitment to ite membere. 

146. To further the Army's demonstrated commitment to integrating Amy civihans into the Army, the Panel 
Mieves it is essential to establish a Civilian Advisory Board whose chairperson will act as an advocate and 
represent Army civilian matters to the CSA. The Civilian Advisory Board will provide the CSA and his staff 
with professional advice and guidance in matters pertaining to civilian policies and management of Army 
civilians. This board will also serve to strengthen the bonds between uniformed and civilian members of the 
Army, and to highhght the importance of keeping Army civilian training and leader development at the 
forefront of Army priorities. The Panel foresees the chairperson's position and members' positions being 
rotating terms of three years. The memberehip of the board should include Army civihans and uniformed 
members from various levels and positions across the Army. 

RECOMMENDATION #12: ADOPT AND DJCORPORATE INTO DOCTRINE THE FOLLOWING: 

"The Army CiviUan Coi^s Is an experienced professional cadre committed to serve 
the nation." 
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And 

"ITie Amiy Civilian Corps provides mission-essoitial capability, stability, and 
continuity during war and prace in support of the soldier." 

DISCUSSION SOTPORTING RECOMMENDATION #12: 

147. Establishing and iiKtitationalizing an Army Civilian Corps will begin the process of developing an Army 
civilian identity akin to the identities of the officer corps, warrant officer corps, and noncommissioned officer 
corps. The Army Civilian Corps vrill provide for Army civiUans a "place" in the Army that is theirs and that can 
be integrated into the Army establishment as a cohort on par with the other three cohorts. It will acknowledge 
the commitment of Amy civihans to the Army and institutionalize the Army civilian's role within the Army. 
The Army Civilian Corps is a body of persons acting together to accomplish a common mission (supporting the 
soldier), having a common activity or occupation (providing readiness), and bound together through the 
adherence to certain customs and a code of honor/ethics (Army values) as an organized subdivision of the 
military establishment. The formal establishment and institutionalization of the Army Civihan Corps will 
provide avemws for enhancing the climate for transformation. It will assist in integrating Aimy civilians into 
the Army as Ml partners with soldiers, and will provide opportunities for demonstrating reciprocal 
commitments between the Army and Army civihans. 

148. The Army recognizes Army civilians as "part of the team" and expects them to support the Amy vision 
and adheiB to Army values. Yet, there seems to be an incon^jlete integration of the civilian component into the 
Army. The Army civilian role is not clearly defined and not well known. There is no unifying theme that 
solidifies flie Army civihan's place now or in the future. The Panel found that one-fourth to one-half of 
employees are not satisfied with climate factors such as leading, communication, trust, work assignments, 
evaluation, and recognition. This level of dissatisfaction may impact transformation efforts. 

149. Army civilians are committed to the Army and believe the Aimy is capable of demonstrating its 
commitment to fliem. They believe the Aimy demonstrates less commitment to its civiliarw than civilians 
demonstrate to the Army. The level of satisfaction among Amy civilians is directly related to their position 
and level of respor^ibility within the Army. Generally, things look different fo)m the top than they do from the 
bottom. This difference in perepective presents the possibility of creating disruptive friction for transformation 
and integration of the force. 

150. Army culture is irrevocably tied to j»ople, readiness, and transformation. People must be highly 
motivated and committed to the mission. .Leader development must be the norm, not the exception. Between 
the uniformed and the civilian components, there must be increased trust and respect focused on the Army's 
strategic vision and in support of the soldier. The Army's organizational climate must be improved. 

FUTURE STATE - ARMY CULTURE 

151. Implementing fliese recommendatior^ will allow the fiiture Army to develop these characteristics: (1) 
highly motivated and committed integrated force that develops leaders tiiroughout all levels and cohorts, (2) 
Aimy Civilian Corps that possesses and demorBtrates cross-ftmctional and multifaceted abilities that enhance 
the Array's readiness and capabilities, (3) increased level of trust and respect Iwtween its uniformed and 
civihan cohorts, (4) integrated team whose members can communicate with and understand each other, and 
(5) environment in which all people are considered assets, not coste. 

IN SUMMARY 
152. Training and leader development policies and practices are not in balance. Civilians beheve the policies 
needed for training and leader development do not reflect the realities of the 21st century. In some cases. 
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policies are not cuirent or adequate an4 in the cases where policy is stated, practice does not fiilfill the intent of 
the poUcy. 

153. Educational and career development models are not adequate. Civihans desire valid constructs upon 
which to base their ediMational and career goals and objectives. Current models do not accurately portray 
civilian needs. 

154. The civilian education system does not meet the future needs of the Army. The professional education of 
civilians h^ not evolved adequately to prepare leadere for the 21st century and lacks a competency-based 
foundation from which to develop the requisite educational programs and products. Fundamentally, the system 
follows a "set-piece" rather than adaptive, just-in-time educational philosophy. 

155. Commitment to the Army is not perceived as being reciprocated by the Army. Army civilian perceive 
that tibeir investment in the Aimy is not commemurate with the Amiy's investment in their development. 

156. Training and leader development are not adequately resourced. Army civilian training has been affected 
by a moratorium on ACTEDS training and a laissez-faire aj^roach to training by supervisore. Centrally ftmded 
leader development is not adequately resourced. 

157. Performance evaluations are not perceived to be developmental. Performance evaluation systems are 
primarily designed to support |»reormel management decisions, not p-ofessional development which, in 
practice, are mutually excteive. The civilian |»rformance evalmtion system is characterized as inflated and not 
an accurate portrayal of performance or potential. 

158. Expectations for self-development are not shared. While self-development is portrayed as a co-e^ial pillar 
in the leader development model, its importance in relation to the other piUars is not commonly rmderstood. 
There is no explicit definition or recpirement for self-development and some of flie means to self-develop are 
resourced while others are not uniformly supported. 

PART 5. ARIVIY CIVILIANS - PAST, PRESENT. AND FUTURE 

PAST 
159. In 1775, the first Army civiUane were employed as clerks, skilled tradesmen or "artificers," physiciaiB, 
teaiiKters, and common laborere. They normally filled nonmilitary jobs. Early military history and writings are 
often vague in distinguishing between civiUan employees and contract laborers. Nonetheless, it is commonly 
accepted that the first true civilian was Richard Peters, Esq., a lawyer, who served as Secretary of the newly 
formed Board of War and Ordnance, established in Jime 1776 M a committee of Congress. From then through 
the Gulf War, civilians supported soldiers in noncombat fimctions, such as, research and development, logistics, 
intelligence, installation management, communication, and medicine - among many others. Soldier/civilian 
teamwork prevaile4 especially during wartime, with civiUan strength escalating during war and declining in the 
aftermath. Throu^out, the traditional role of civilians was to provide continuity of operations enabled by a 
stable workforce, to free soldiere to do work only military incumbents could do and to provide specialized skills 
not generally found in miUtary unite. 

PRESENT 
160. By 1991, the role of Army civilians had expanded from behind the Hues to forward presence, with more 
than 3,000 Army civilians deploying to Southwest Asia in support of Operation Desert Shield/Storm. Those 
deployed Army civilians maintained and repaired Army equipment on the ground. Hundreds of other Anny 
civihaiB performed a myriad of duties in support of the Gulf War - from buying, tramporting, and maintaining 
supplies, combat materiel, and spare parte to providing expert technical assistance on weapons and equipment 
operation. Since 1995, with the signing of the Eteyton Peace Accords, Army civilians in the hundreds have 
deployed to the Balkans - Bosnia, Macedonia, Kosovo - and Hungary in support of the Nation's commitment 
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to peacekeeping. They perform equipment maintenance; real estate fimctioiK; engineering; auditing; morale, 
welfare, and recreation activities; safety; personnel management; and other sratainment-related fimctions. 

FUTURE 
161. Future Army civilians will be multiskille4 multifunctional, self-aware, and highly adaptive. They will 
partner vdth and oversee contractors, see tiieir permanent colleagues replaced by temporary or short-term staff, 
and participate in telecommuting. While their noncombatant status will predominate, more Army civilians will 
deploy with soldiers, sharing with them the inherent risks in protecting enduring national interests worldwide. 
Their leader preparation will afford them opportunities to take risks, apply innovation, and learn first-hand 
through integrated training with soldiers. Leveraging technology through me of advanced automated systems. 
Army civilians will routinely complete fiaictional and academic training, even advanced degrees, through 
distance education technologies. Supporting world-class soldiere in a values-based institution is the Army 
civilian's prime mission today and in the future. The knowledge base, breadth, and depth of tomorrow's Army 
civiliaiB will be markedly different from today's cohort. 

PART 6. FINAL THOUGHTS 

162. Army civilians are committed to the Army, are technically prepared to meet the challenges of the fiiture, 
and will give what it takes to accomplish the mission. Army civilians possess the unique characteristics of 
loyalty, dedication, and mission orientation that lead most to identify ttiemselves as "Army civilians" rather than 
"Federal civil servants." The Aaay must reciprocate this commitment by integrating all members of the Army 
into a single team and merging the uniformed and Army civilian subcultures into a single Army culture. This 
requires that soldiers and Army civiliam understand each others' systems, train together at all levels where 
appropriate (in technical and leaderehip courses), espouse lifelong learning, and be accountable for personal 
performance and (if supervisors) the performance and training of subordinates. Further, Army civilian training 
and leader development inftised with soUd interpersonal skills instraction mtKt be made a priority. 

163. The Panel recommends that the Army Chief of Staff take the following actioiB immediately to begin the 
process leading to iroreased readiness, greater team cohesiveness, and a new bond of professionalism: 

• Riblish a CSA statement about the importance of the inteidependent {relationships of the cohorts 
fliat (»mpose the Am^ Team. 

• Establish the Anny Civilian Corps by red^^ating Department of the Army civilians as 
members of flic Aimy Civflian Coips. 

• Support reafBnnatton of flie oath of ofilce for Army civilians. 

Adopt the new Army Civilian Creed. 

Implement combined SES/GO orientation training. 

Implement a Stratepc Communications Campai^ PIMI for flie Army Ovilian Corps. 

Establish a Civilian Advisoiy Board. 

^blish an Aimy Civilian Handbook. 

Commit to the pnttection of resources for civilian leadership development. 

164. Key to the momentum of this study will be the continuation of the broader strategic vision, which 
originally endorsed the participation of Army civilians in the ATLDP process. Current and fiiture Aimy leaders 
must champion the implementation of this stub's recommendations pacing the direction of the civilian 
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objective foroe. While all the recommendations reimin important, it is especially significant to highlight the 
following: 

• Improve flie relationship among flie Army componoits. 

• Inflate civilian and military individual trafaimg, education, and development where 
appropriate. 

• Create a training and development system that incorporates lifelong learning and emphasizes 
interpersonal skills. 

165. Anny civilians serve to support soldiers. All members of the Army - Active, Army Reserve, National 
Guard, Army Civiliarwi, Retires, and Family Members - are inextricably linked to supporting soldiere. The 
Army miKt capitalize on the ^nergy of fiie interdependence of all of these players to achieve the Army Vision. 
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